




































Rand Gee 
 

•  

Pentwater Village Council 
P.O. Box 622 
Pentwater, Ml 49449 

RE: New Pentwater Entrances & Storm Recovery 

Dear Village Council Members, 

05 October 2018 

First, thank you for your wonderful contribution to Pentwater! The new entrances to our 
village are spectacular and so befitting of the village we are. To me, the entrances are 
now new and vibrant, so quaint and welcoming, and fit so well with the style of the 
village. What an incredible enhancement you have made. 

I believe the change marks some real some progress in enhancing the quality and 
attractiveness of the village. I believe that what you have inspired is excitement and a 
movement for updating Pentwater while keeping what makes us so attractive.! 

Second, thank you for making the arrangements to assist villagers with storm debris 
pick-up! I'm sure that clean-up was expensive, and the crews saved a lot of us some 
serious trouble trying to dispose of downed trees and limbs. I certainly appreciate the 
quick response! 

Rand Gee 
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Chris Brown 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Bass 

Wednesday, October 17, 201811:38 PM 

Keith Edwards; Chris Brown 

Michelle Angell Powell; Lisa McKinney; Mary Marshall 

Channel Lane Inn Comments 

Hi Keith and Chris, 

I wanted to write to express my support for Lisa McKinney and her plans to upgrade the Channel Lane Inn. 

There is a focused effort by the Village and the Planning Commission to build a sustainable economy by 
extending our business season. Year-round hotel rooms are critical to this mission, and Lisa operates our only 
hotel. 

I'm sure there are tensions regarding the location of her business in a mixed-use neighborhood filled with 
weekly rentals and permanent residences, but I encourage all of us to focus on what is best for the community 
over the needs of individuals. 

All my best, 

Steve Bass 
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Chris Brown 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mary Marshall 

Thursday, October 18, 2018 12:19 PM 

Steve Bass 

Keith Edwards; Chris Brown; Michelle Angell; Lisa McKinney 

Re: Channel Lane Inn Comments 

Hello all, 

I want to share my thoughts about the Channel Lane Inn zoning as well. 

Sometimes our village grows organically, and we are left to fit businesses and buildings into our structure in a way that 

requires extra consideration. The Channel Lane Inn operates as a hotel, and has for a long time. I would hope that the 

village will zone it as such so that this important resource for tourism has the opportunity it needs to improve itself and 

continue to serve our community's tourists. 

In addition. as a village resident who walks past the inn on a daily basis, I find it to be very well kept, quiet, and 

neighborly. I support this change 100% as we need this important inn alive and thriving and should provide whatever 

zoning structure adds to its ability to thrive. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Mary 

On Wed, Oct 17, 2018 at 11:38 PM Steve Bass wrote: 

Hi Keith and Chris, 

I wanted to write to express my support for Lisa McKinney and her plans to upgrade the Channel Lane Inn. 

There is a focused effort by the Village and the Planning Commission to build a sustainable economy by 
extending our business season. Year-round hotel rooms are critical to this mission, and Lisa operates our only 
hotel. 

I'm sure there are tensions regarding the location of her business in a mixed-use neighborhood filled with 
weekly rentals and permanent residences, but I encourage all of us to focus on what is best for the community 
over the needs of individuals. 

All my best, 

Steve Bass 
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Mary 

Mary Marshall 
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